
Peerless-AV’s Hospitality Articulating Wall Mount combines the ParamountTM PA762 
kitted with the I- Shaped adaptor to handle hospitality TVs with up to 400x400 VESA® 
pattern, all while providing versatile and multi-functional features.  The abbreviated 
adaptor size helps to prevent blocking the TV’s power and hospitality input jacks.  With 
PA762-UNM, extend the display up to 21.32" (542mm) or fully-retract it to just 3.00" 
(76mm) from the wall for the perfect viewing angle.  The Hook-and-HangTM system 
offers easy, one-person installation of the display.  A ratcheting handle provides locking 
tilt capability for quick adjustments to the amount of tilt, reducing glare and optimizing 
the viewing angle.  Integrated cable management protects, contains and conceals cables 
for a clean installation.

- Extends 21.32" (542mm)
from the wall

- Retracts to 3.00" (76mm) to
save space

- +15/-5° of tilt for optimal
viewing angles

- Up to ±90° of pivot allows for
perfect display positioning

- ±5° of roll for post installation
display leveling

- Mount fits displays with
mounting patterns 200 x 100
to 400 x 400mm

- The I-Shaped Adaptor plate’s
innovative design helps avoid
blocking connections on back
of display

- Includes all necessary wall and
display attachment hardware

Hospitality 
Articulating Wall Mount 
FOR 39" TO 90" DISPLAYS

PA762-UNMH

UNIVERSAL MOUNTING PATTERN
Accommodates a variety 
of display mounting patterns

LOCKING TILT
Lock the display at any angle 
with the ratcheting handle

HOOK-AND-HANGTM INSTALLATION
Display is easily installed by a single person

FLEXIBLE 
MOUNTING 
LOCATIONS
Mounts to wood stud, 
concrete, cinder or 
breeze block

INTEGRATED CABLE MANAGEMENT
Protects, contains and conceals cables 
for a clean, professional installation

Integrated cable 
management keeps cords 
and cables out of the way

Swivel, tilt, extend or 
retract the display for the 

perfect viewing angle

Mounting Pattern
Up to 400 x 400mm

(15.75" x 15.75")

Max load
60lb

(27kg)



The Hospitality Articulating Wall Mount shall be a Peerless-AV model PA762-UNMH and shall be located where indicated on the plans.
Assembly and installation shall be done according to instructions provided by the manufacturer.

PACKAGE SIZE (W x H x D) PACKAGE SHIP WEIGHT PACKAGE UPC CODE PACKAGE CONTENTS UNITS IN PACKAGE

PA762-UNMH 27.50" x 3.50" x 16.00"   
(698 x 89 x 407mm) 24.8lbs (11.25kg) 735029320746

Wall Mount, Wall and 
Display Installation 

Hardware, Installation 
Instructions

1

Package Specifications

Architect Specifications

DIMENSIONS (W x H x D) PRODUCT WEIGHT LOAD CAPACITY FINISH AVAILABLE COLORS

PA762-UNMH 23.42" x 16.75" x 3.00"   
(595 x 436 x 76mm) 21.00lb (9.50kg) 150lb (68kg) Scratch Resistant

Fused Epoxy Gloss Black

Product Specifications

Model Numbers WARRANTY:   Limited 5-year

All dimensions = inch (mm)

PA762-UNMH Hospitality Articulating Wall Mount for 39" to 90" Displays


